The changing paradigm in
decision making for Supply
Chain Management
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Executive Summary
The Challenge

The Solution

Currently, enterprises make
chaotic decisions. This is a result
of poor supply chain visibility in
the organisation which prevents
effective planning decisions

The product offering, Quorum 360 has
capabilities that supports decision
automation including:
Network view of all supply chain
components supporting diverse data
Ingestion of data social collaboration
tools is possible allowing social
listening for SCM
Data lineage capabilities that allow
data transparency and discovering
data insights

The Premise
Manufacturing integrates
various corporate assets, to
work in harmony to achieve
corporate objectives. These
assets include but are not limited
to:
People assets have roles, need
training and possess certain
security levels.
Product assets require
management throughout their
product lifecycle.
Environmental assets require
monitoring to ensure no
unnecessary impact is used by
any other asset.

Application systems are created for managing each category of asset:

HR

People Assets

PLM

Product Lifecycle

EMS

Equipment Assets

Additionally, there will be considerable interaction between these different
assets and examples include:
Where is the equipment asset located within the facility?
Can a person asset be co-located with the equipment asset in the facility?

The answers to the above questions exists, however a problem arises as they are
not systematically brought together. A solution to this problem is the creation of
a logical warehouse consisting of the network of interactions between the
various assets which enables an organization to answer the above and future
questions.

Modern day supply- chain decision making process
The following provides an understanding of the several characteristics of data.
There is a shift from traditional people- centric to an algorithmic based
decision- centric proposition as organizations now have access to large volumes
of data. Decision- centric proposition can be further classiﬁed into:

Simple Decision Making

Chaotic

Complicated Decision
Making

Complex Decision
Making Processes

Cause of chaos:
Lack of a discernible relationship between cause and effect, which
needs to smoothen up based on the decision type and its impact on
operations.
For example, a company wants to reduce inventory but has no effective supply
chain visibility, meaning the factory cannot quickly assess the planning decisions
it needs to make to facilitate an appropriate inventory reduction decision. This
results in chaotic decision making.

Solution:
Good visibility into the supply chain can reduce the number of
chaotic decisions it makes.

Good supply chain visibility can resemble digital representation of the current
supply chain which can allow the company to use data management and analytics
platforms to examine how the supply chain will respond to events and decisions.

Quorum 360 Capabilities
The offering supports the decision automation by delivering data to value.
The following demonstrates how various best practices are supported by
Quorum 360.

Use of modelling
technologies, such as
network design or
generic modeling
platforms.

A network view of all of the supply
chain components supporting diverse
data integration and network
visualisation as standard.

Use of technology with
high-speed processing
and scalability as a
higher proportion of
simple decisions, which
will tend to be more local
or functionally
embedded, and will be in
the short-termtime
horizon, at a granular
level and nearto real
time.

Real time data integration from
standard & bespoke data applications
supporting structured, semi &
unstructured data formats support
real-time dataavailability and real-time
analytics.

Quorum 360 Capabilities

Use of optimizationbased predictive
analytics. Use of discrete
event simulation tools to
support running supply
chain "experiments".

Use of scenarios and
what-ifs, allowing
stakeholders to play with
parameters/
assumptions.

Use of
predictive/prescriptive
analytics platforms to
experiment with
relationships between
existing and new data
sources.

“Information as a Service” capability
that allows deeply connected data to
inter operate with data analytical & BI
platforms.

Use of transparency in
the underlying analytics
to help build trust and
conﬁdence with
stakeholders.

Data lineage capabilities that allow data
transparency and discovering data
insights.

Quorum 360 Capabilities

Use of social-type
collaboration capability.

Use of machine learning
to study the decisions
made by planners so that
their knowledge can be
captured and
encapsulated in
systemized best
practices.

Ingestion of data social collaboration
tools is possible allowing social
listening for SCM by integrating with
orders/manufacturing activities and
CRM-tools based customer
engagement feeds.

Accessing machine learning libraries
that enable the fast building of
algorithms on a wide range of data sets
allowing accurate algorithmic results
and supporting faster decision making.
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